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Résumé - L'estimation de la productivité totale des lacteurs constitue un moyen

d'analyser l'évolution de la production. Pour le secteur agricole, les études antérieures
ont fourni des escimations basées sur l'approche de Jorgenson et Griliches. Elle sup
pose que: l) l'agriculture est homogène,2) la technologie agricole est caractérisée par:
i) des rendements d'échelle constants, ii) la séparabiliré des intranrs et des produits, et

iii) un progrès technique neutre au sens de Hicks. De plus, cette approche suPPose que

les choix de production sont tels que tous les facteurs et produits sont variables et sont

à leurs niveaux optimaux. Or, certains résulrats empiriques obtenus en France et aux

Etats-Unis sont en contradiction avec les restrictions imposées par I'approche de Jor-
genson-Griliches.

Cet article présente une mesure de la productivité torale des facteurs pour un ensemble

e la productiviré totale des

ediscutée et I'on définit une

Cette norion est utile pour
intranrs et produits, ainsi

qu'en présence d'un progrès technique biaisé au sens de Hicks. L'analyse théorique

montre que les estimations de la productivité totale des facteurs à la Jorgenson-Gri-
liches sont biaisées si les conditions d'application de cette approche ne sont pas rem-

d'échelles variables, le biais de la mesure du TFPJG est indéterminé La nouvelle

notion de RTFP est appliquée au cas des Etats-Unis pour la pérrode 1948-198-l à par-

tir de I'estimation d'une fonction de prolit restreint. La séparabiliré des produits et des

intrants, ainsi que l'homothéricité de la rechnologie sont rejetées par les tests starrs-

tiques. Ensuite, les estimations de RFTP sont comparées aux estimations prenant en

compte chacune des hypothèses de I'approche Jorgenson et Griliches.

inQlenentation allous rtt 0l faLrlr
flout. Ettinutu of RTF based on

resh'ictions enQloyd by'J lts inli-
t'ate lhat etti,t4te; l)ased based on

TFP and inplenunted sabjeû t0 the Jlrgentln and Grilicbes rettriiti0Æ.
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EASUREMENT of total factor producrivity presenrs a basis for
monitoring real growth in output. For the agricultural sector,

past studies have presented aggregate esrimares based on a methodology
that: 1) characterizes agriculture as a production process that is homoge-
neous across farms; 2) maintains rhat the producrion process is characre-
rized by i) constant rerurns-ro-scale (CRS), ii) rnpur-outpur separabiliry
and iii) Hicks neutral technical change (HNTC); and J) maintains rhat
production choices are made under condirions in which all factors o[
production are variable by the decisron maker. Examples of these studies
include those for agriculture in the United States (Griliches, 1963;Ball,
198t, 1988); in the United Kingdom (Thirrle and Bottomley, Tggl;
and Rayner et al,, 1986); in Northern Ireland (Glass and McKillop,
1989); and across rhe European Community (Bureau et al.,l99l). ChaI-
lenging the validity of the resrrictions employed in rhese models has

been an accumulation of empirical evidence for agriculture in rhe Uni-
ted States (Veaver, 1911,1982, 198), 1989; Ball, 1985; Antle, 1984;
Ray, 1982; or Shumway, 1983) and in France (Guyomard, l9fi9).

This paper//) examines the role of rhese resrrictions in rhe measure-
ment of total factor productiviry in US agriculture and presenrs a new
approach in which these resrrictions are relaxed. The outline of the paper
is as follows. In the next section, rhe definition of total factor producri-
vity proposed by Jorgenson and Griliches (1967) and widely adopted by
past studies is examined. Their definition mainrains as prior resrricrions
that the underlying production technology is separable in inputs and
outputs and constanr returns-to-scale. Their empirical implementarron
of rheir measure of rotal factor producriviry (TFPJG) maintains the res-
trictions that all inputs and ourputs are variable and that economic decr-
sions are in equilibrium. The roles of these restrictions in the Jorgenson-
Griliches (JG) approach to measurement of productivity are considered.
Next, a new measure of productivity is proposed which allows relaxatron
of these restrictions. Interpretation of past resulrs based on rhe restrrc-
tions of the Jorgenson-Griliches approach is discussed within the context
of the proposed new approach. It is demonstrated that esrimates are
biased when the restrictions associated with the Jorgenson-Griliches
approach are invalid. As an illusrration and to present a basis for an

empirical comparison of the new approach with those used in past stu-
dies, the new approach is applied to annual data for US agriculture over
the time period 1948-$.

(') This paper was compleced while R. D Weaver was on sabbatical at INRA,
Rennes.
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R, D.IYEAVER, A. CHITOSE

THE JORGENSON-GRILICHES APPROACH

The origins of this approach follow from Schmookler's accounting

analysis as adopted, extended, and applied by Denison (1961), Kendrick
(1961) and Jorgenson and Griliches. Ve label the following as the Jor-
genson and Griliches (l-G) restrictions on a production technology: 1)

constant returns-to-scale, 2) Hicks' neutral technological change, 3)

separability with respect to inputs and outputs, and 4) variability of all
inputs and outputs. Define technology satisfying these restrictions as:

F(Y,X,ù=u

where Y is a nt x I vector of outputs, X is a z x I vector of inputs,
I indicates the Ievel of technology, and a, indicates the scale of technical

efficiency. The J-G specification of technology is elaborated in equatron
(1) to include lto allow illustration of the role of HNTC. The function
F is assumed ro be continuously twice differentiable with F, > 0,

F, . 0 and F. > 0, concave in Y, and convex in X. Total differeritiation
of (l) under the restriction that the level of technical efficiency remains

unchanged (i.e. ct - 0) yields/r/:

(1)

-Frtr s F,Y,Y, r > F,,X,,X,, *here 2 = dZlZ (2)
l)= l

By definition, (2) presents a measure of what might be called nowinal
total factnr productiuity. That is, if a is defined as a scalar indicator of the

level of technical efficiency (i.e. F(Y,X,T) = d), then (2) defines the
change in productivity which must have occurred if technical efficiency
is to be maintained (ci = 0), given changes in productivity as indicated
by changes in the levels of outputs and inputs. This residual in pro-
ductivity is atrributed to technological change under the maintained
hypothesis that technology is correctly characterized by (1). As defined,
nominal total facror oroductivitv is expressed in terms of units of
technical efficiency. In order to'translaie rhis measure into a more

intuitively interesting form, nominal total factor productivity defined by
(2) must be normalized. J-G chose E,F,Y, as a factor of normalization.
Variability of all inputs and outputs, and constant returns-to-scale
rmplres 2F,Y, = - ZF hXb allowing (2) to be written:

(l)Throughout this paper subscripts on products or prices wi[[ be used to indi-
cate specific products while subscripts on funccions will indicare the specific pro-
duct or argum.ent with respect.to whir'h derivarives are taken. For cxample. Y,
indicates the ;'h output, P, the r'ltoutput prices. while F, indicates the trst partial
derivative o[ the function F( ) taken with respect to Y,.
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TOTAL FACTO R P RODU CTIVITY

G)TÈp,- = - p.ti rlF,Y. - 2P'Y'Y' 
-LP'x'*o' LFiyi Lrrxn

A NEST APPROACH TO MEASURING TOTAT FACTOR
PRODUCTIVITY FOR THE CASE OF MUITIPLE OUTPUTS

The roles of the J-G restricions can be furrher appreciated by consr-
dering the empirical measurement of (3). To proceed, a further marn-
rained hypothesis is necessary to relate unobserved marginal producrivi-
ties to observable data. J-G mainrain as hyporheses rhat: l) all facrors
and outputs are variable within rhe interval of observarion (e,g. annually)
and 2) all choices are allocatively efficient. Jointly, these two assump-
tions are equivalent to rhe assumprion that all inputs and outputs are in
longrun Marshallian equilibrium. By rhe assumption of input-ourput
separability, an equivalent single ourpur respecification of F( ) can be

employed, and by the joint hypothesis of consranr rerurns-ro-scale and
vanability of all inputs, total revenues can be measured by toral variable
input expendirures. Under HNTC, F,, = Ft, - 0 for all I = l, ...u and
b = 1,...2. It follows rhat the ourpur and factor shares in (3) are inva-
riant with respect to T,

. The primary motivation for reconsideration of the measuremenr of
TFP in agriculrure follows from the inconsistency of theJ-G restrictions
wirh the characteristics of agricultural systems in mosr developed coun-
tries. At an intuitive level, input-output separabiliry implies the input
mix can be chosen independently of the output mix, and vice versa. An
example of such separability can be found in the manufacturing process

for plastic moldings where variation of output mix has little effecr on
input mix. A variety o[ manufacruring and service processes might
satisfy this condition; however, the variation of input requirements
across alternative crop and livestock activiries suggests that inpur-out-
put separability is an unlikely characteristic of US agricultural techno-
logy. Further, \Teaver (1971 and 1982) reported results of statistical
tests of input-output separability and found strong evidence supporting
the rejection of the hypothesis. Ball (1988) also rejected the hypothesis
of outpur separability using an aggreg te US data set. \7here input-out-
put separability does not hold, the usefulness, interpretation and measu-
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R, D. WEAVER, A. CHITOSE

rement of TFP,. must be reconsidered. In this case, the right-hand side

of (l) is not iritËrpretable as the difference between the rates of growth

of indexes of outputs Y, and inputs X,, and no useful alternative inter-

pretation is available.

The validity of the hypothesis of constant returns-to-scale has also

been empirically examined for agriculture. t'J7eaver (1981) tested and

rejected ihe hypothesis of homorhericity for a srate level data ser for the

Dakotas. tVeaver (198, also presented estimates of returns-to-size given

nonhomotheticity and found quantitative evidence of decreasing returns

wirhin the production period. Antle (1984) and Ray (1982) also tested

and rejected homotheticity for an aggregate US data set' Since homo-

theticity is a necessary condition for homogeneity and constant returns-

to-scale, these more restrictive hypotheses were also strongly rejected by

\(/eaver, Antle, and Ray. Shumway (1933) studied Texas field crops

though did not report evidence concerning overall functional homothe-

ticity, while Ball (1935) assumed constant returns-to-scale. In sum' no

empirical evidence from studies using flexible functional forms exists to

support the restriction of CRS. At an intuitive level, uncertain priors

concerning the existence of CRS strongly motivate the strategy of deve-

Ioping measutes of rechnological characreristics which are free o[ the res-

triction of CRS. Where CRS does not hold, (3) would be wrirren:

TFPpNc -- - F Jr I LF iY iY i

= (>F iY Y * LnrXrXù l r,FiYi. (4)

a form which has little intuitive appeal or interprerability.

The restriction of HNTC imposed by the J-G approach has not been

supporred by evidence available for US agriculture (Binswanger, l9l4;
\Weaver, 1982,1981,1981). 'Within the context of the noneconometric

estimation of shares in the J-G approach, the assumption is necessary.

However, so long as tractable approaches exist for empirical estimatlon
of output and input shares rhar vary with ?, rhe restriction of HNTC is

unnecessary. The variabiliry ofall products and factors ofproduction and

rheir adjusrment to allocative equilibrium within the production or

observation interval are restrictions that are also required by the J-G
approach of using prices as exact measutes of marginal products of tech-
nology, \X/hile convenient, this restriction is not supported by casual

observation or mote systematic empirical evidence. Evidence which
refutes the variability of all factors of production in US agriculture has

been presented for land and family labor (\Veaver,lgll), for land (\Vea-

ver and Lass, 1989); and for capiral and labor (Vasavada and Chambers,

1986;Vasavada and Ball, 1988;and Tâylor and Monson, 198)). Quasi-
fixity of products can be expected to vary across technical and economic
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environments (rùfleaver, 1982). Where chose environments are heteroge-

neous, measurement of quasi-fixed factors allows empirical representa-

tion of the observed heterogeneity. Further, the specrfication of quast-

fixity of products may be posed as a testable, rather than as a maintained
hypothesis (rVeaver, 1980). As will be illustrated below, dual econome-

tric approaches provide a sufficient basis for measutement of producti-
vity in the presence of quasi-fixed factors.

To proceed in the absence of a technology restricted by the J-G
assumptions, a new approach to measurement of productivicy is requi-
red. The first step is to reconsider the definition of the productivity sta-

tistic. Of interest is the definition of a statistic that is proportional to
nominal total factor productivity defined in equation (2). The logic

adopted by J-G is appealing. That is, derive a sratistic as a normalization
of (2) that is denominated in the units of an output. This strategy allows
productivity to be measured in terms of the growth rate of the output.
As already noted the J-G choice of an aggregate product (output) would
be appealing for a technology that is input-output separable. Howevet,
for the case of non-CRS, or more generally for nonhomothetic produc-
tion, and where input-output separability does not hold, a different
choice must be made. In this case, a natural choice for normalization rs

F,Y,or FrX* where Y,and X, are any particular output or input of
idtérest. Accordingly, (or any Y, define relaTiue total factor productiuity as'.

RTFPj = - nli I Fjyr = lLF,Y,Y, * ZFiXTX ù I FrYt (t)

A similar measure could be defined for any Xr. Recognizing that (1)

incorporates marginal rates of substitution between Y ,and other outputs
and inputs, RTF P ;is inrerpretable as the rate of growth of Y, not attri-
burable to the ratés of change of other outputs or inputs. AlÉernatively,
it rs the rate of growth of Y, attributable to rechnical change or equiva-
lenrly, the rate of technical éhange measured in units of Yr.

Any product may be chosen to use for normalization, each resulting
in a similar measure of relative total factor productiviry. All such mea-

sures are of equal interest. A natural choice for normalization would be

a dominant crop or livestock product within a homogenous production
system. In any case,. the resulting RTFP will reflect the effects of rech-

nical change (- FrTT) measured in the units of the output or input used

in the normalization of (2). Alternative measures are related by their
common base in nominal total factor productivity:

-Frri = FhxhRTFPk = F Y RTFP.tt l

79
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Although the proposed new approach leads to product specific mea-

sures, it should be noted that for the single output case the traditional
measure TFP rG is product specific as well. That is, output is arbitrarily
chosen as th? product o[ interest. As is apparent from (6), measures

based on inputs may also be denved.

The implications of the constant returns-to-scale restriction can be

assessed by considering RTFP when production is nonhomothetic.
Define a scaling function WO such that FO may be written:

G (\r (Y, X, ),, t) Y, 

^X, 
T) -- 0 (1)

where !/O is a scalar and ty (Y,X,l,t) = 1. The generalized Euler equa-

tion for this case may be wntten:

V1LG,Y,+LG#t=o (8)

Noting that for /=I, Vi = Vt, = 0, (2) may be rewltten:

- c rri = Lc,Y,i, * LG,,x,,x, * i
tb

s = (I G ,Y it[], * \.G,,x,,) )'^ . LG,Y,tyrtt
ll1 t

(9)

where

However, using (8) it is clear i = I G,Y,tyrtt. Relative tocal factor
productivity may now be defined oh a product specific basis. For

example, for any X, or Y,:

RTFPp = - (G, * LG iY iVr) ti I G kxk

=llc,v,v, * LG#rirltcrx, (10)

RTFP = - (G, * LGiYiVr) Ti t GtYl

=llrc,v,i,*LGF#rlrc,v, (11)

Expressions (10) and (11) provide product specific measures of rela-

tive total factor productivity growth which decompose productivity
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growth into the direct effect of technical change (Gr) and the-indirect

éffecr ofrechnical change that occurs as a result ofeconomies ofscale in

the case of nonhomotheticity. This "nonhomotheticity" effect is measu-

red by the response o[ the scale function W ( ) to changes in technology'

Since F, = G, * LGiYiVr, (10) and (11) are equivalent to (5).

The effect of homotheticiry and homogenetty on RTFPr can now

be examined. If F( ) is homothetic in outputs, V/, = 0. However, .as

mining the nature of the error inrroduced by ul. of TFPç when the

J-G reitrictions do not hold. Normalizing (9) by IG,y, and using (8) ro

allow for nonconstant retutns-to-scale, we have:

L c ,v ,i, L G t1 r,Xt,
-Grrt iLG,\',= Lq\-V^ LG,k

(12)

using (3) and (4), it is apparenr thar when returns-to-scale are

decreasiÀ-g, use of IFpy6 will underestimare the left-hand side of 12), i.c.

-Grri tLGiYi, TFP, (l j)

The conclusion musr be. drawn rhat where decreasing returns-to-scale

exist, the usefulness of TFP p is compromised. The absence of input-
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output separability furrher compromises the usefulness of TFP,. by ren-
dering (12) uninterpretable as rhe difference in growrh rares'oT Divisia
indexes of aggregate output and aggregate inpur.

EMPIRICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF RILATIVE
TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY GRO$TTH

Expressions (10) - (l l) involve producion characteristics while
observed data reflect economic choice. Any measure of toral factor pro-
ductivity growth using such dara requires evaluation of producrion cha-
racteristics at points on the production surface that are consistent with
economic choices. Subjecr to the J-G restrictions, cosr minimization and
revenue maximization would allow prices ro be used as observable mea-
sures of marginal products and would allow (4) ro be rewritren:

rFP)c =L,#î*,.-zffit (13)

where x indicates rhe measure is based on observed economic choice.
Under more general conditions o[interest in rhis paper, we maintain the
behavioral hypothesis that firms maximize short-run expected profirs:

max rr = P'Y - R'X s.t. F(Y, X, 0, û = 0 (14)

where P isanx I vecror of expecred prices of outputs Y, R is a nxl
vector of prices for variable inputs X, and 0 is a p x 1 vector of quasr-
fixed inpurs. The solutions (7t* Y* X*) to (14) define the profit funcrron
n* - nlPR,ô.

'Where production is nonhomorhetic, the expansion parh is nor a ray
from the origin. Ir follows thar the only means of measuring characte-
ristics of production along rhe expansion parh is ro evaluare such mea-
sures at rhe firm's economic equilibrium as defined by conditions for
economic efficienr choice. For the technology defined in (14),

RTF., = _Frt i= LF,Y, i, * Lorxr*., 
*, F,Y, FiYi ', F,Y, n

Substrtuting the first-order conditions, for the general case of nonhomo-
theticity we have:

nrnri = * | y+y,- - I V+ *; -L o'o' 
o- r11r

' 'PiY, ' jPjY; ' lP,Yt .
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and a similar expression could be derived for RTFPu*.

Total differentiarion of the profit function results in a measure which
is proportional ro RTFPi and may be empirically derived from the esti-

mates of the profit func'tion. Linear homogeneity of the profit functron

in prices allows the definition:

nt=nIpi =ri11,n; e,11 (16)

rh.r. F und i "r. relative prices, i.e. the elements of P and R are nor-

malized by an arbitrarily chosen price, P,. Total differentiation of ( l6),
use of (15), and total differentiation of the profit definition provides a

basis for relating the primal measure in (li) and the dual measure of the

effects of technical change:

ârj t
TFP;t - .dT lTJ

= _ ,,r: RrFp;).
lll

( t7)

(18)

This result establishes a convenient means of estimating relative total

factor productivity without imposing any of the J-G restrictions'

The derivation of (17) is consistent with the requirement thar esti-

mation of productivity, or any other characteristic of technology, must

be based on a mainrained hypothesis concerning the economic behavior

. i,x,
TFP| r (RTFPL*)

ftB

similar results can be derived for cost and revenue funcrions, or mofe

generally, any dual funcrion thar is consistenr with rhe observed beha-

vior of the firm (\(eaver, 1982).
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INTERPRETATION OF PAST TOTAL FACTOR
PRODUCTIVITY RISUTTS

The proposed measure of relative total factor producrivity holds
strong intuitive appeal and is proposed for future research when techno-
logy and economic behavior is not consistenr with the J-G restrictions.
Nonetheless, it rs of interesr ro establish the exrent to which information
concerning relative total factor productiviry or, more importanrly, the
underlying nominal total factor productivity can be inferred from pasr
estimates of TFP ,". This issue is also raised by the fact that the
approach for estirÉarion proposed by (18) requires econometric esrima-
tion ofthe left-hand side of(18) or its equivalent under different beha-
vioral hypotheses. \flhere such economerric estimates are unattainable, rr
is of interest to ask what could be learned from use of an index number
approach to estimare TFPIc Q.g. BalI,1981 or Bureau et al., 1992).

Each of the alternative measures (TFP 
rG, TFP,cnr, and RTFP,) were

presented as differenr normalizations of 'nominal iôtal facror prdducri-
vity. S(hen all inpurs and ourputs are variable, comparison oi <ql - 6)
establishes :

RTFP' j> TFP'qNC (19)

where the superscript l reirerares thar all inputs and outputs are assu-
med variable. Under consranr rerurns-ro-scale, TFP' ,-^,, = TFP,
However, when rerurns-ro-scale ur. d..r.uring, til/".ii?urirn.r',tf,
TFP''' is biased, l.e.

Empirical implementarion of these alternative measures of productr-
vity requires measurement of the marginal technical producrivities. The

TFP'pNC ', TFP'p. (20)

(l) Thar is, lree disposal would rule ouc the case where available service flows
from the quasi-Fixed factors exceeded oprimal flows.
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By use of this inequality as well as one implied by rhe generalized Euler

equation, the following inequality is established:

V1LP,v ,LRrXr, * \R,0, (2r)

Using this inequality and equations (13) and (1i), it is clear that the dif-
ference between RTFP and TFP''," is indeterminant when feturns are

decreasing and factors '0 are quasilfixed.

RELATIVE TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY
GRO\ùTTH IN US AGRICULTURE

Tb illustrate rhe proposed approach, annual data for geographically
aggregate US agriculture reported by Capalbo, Vo and \ù(ade are used

for rhe period 1948-$. The data set provides input and output data

disaggregated into six output groups (small grain, coarse grain, field
crops, fruits, vegetables, and animal products) and ten input groups
(hired labor, family labor, land, energy, fertilizer, pesticides, feed and

seed, other materials, structures, and other capiral). Quanrity aggregates

for these groups were constructed using the Tornqvist approximation ro

the Divisia index which is a superlarive index when the underlying pro-
duction function has a translog form. To proceed, two issues must be

resolved wirh respect to the specification of an econometric framework
for estimation of RTFP: l) further aggregation of products and 2) spe-

cification of the endogenity of products. In order ro allow comparison of
estimates based on RTFP with those presenred by Capalbo and Vo, all
aspects of their model specification will be retained with the exception
of the J-G restrictions.

In this section, we present results based on two different specifica-
tions. In each, the ten input categories available in the data set are

aggregated into three variable inputs (labor, chemicals - fertilizer and

pesricides -, and marerials - energy, feed and seed, and other mate-
rials), and one quasi-fixed input (capital: land, structures, and other
capital). In addrtion, we introduce a time trend, /, to allow for syste-

matic disembodied technical change that is not restricted to satisfy the
restriction of HI{TC. Alternative models follow from different aggre-
garions of outputs. Aggregation of these groups was accomplished oy

use of the Tornqvist approximation of the Divisia index. In the first,
the Capalbo and Vo specification is retained in whtch all outputs are

aggregated under the maintained hyporhesis of input-output separabr-

lity. In the second, outputs Me aggregated into rwo categories: crops

and livestock.
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We adopt the behavioral hypothesis that farm firms attempt to maxi-
mize profits by choice of variable outputs and inputs, given market
prices and subject to available flows from quasi-fixed factors. Measures

of expected output prices are unavailable from rhe data set and were not
employed by Capalbo and Vo. For this reason and to retain comparabi-
lity of results based on different approaches, these prices are presumed
known at the cime decisions are made. The necessity of having measures

of output incentives results from the endogeneity of outputs, not the
decision to estimate a profit ,,J. a cost function. Estimation of a cost
function for agriculture would have to recognize the endogeneity ofout-
puts, ultimately requiring measurement of output incentives ro be used

as instruments in the estimation of the cost function svstem (\Weaver

and Lass, 1989).

\7e specify the normalized, restricted profit function to have a trans-
log functional form. \X/hile the exact form of the profit function is not
known, use of the translog will allow a second-order approximarion of
the true form. To ensure consistency of the translog profit function with
the behaviorai hypothesis and the endogeneity ofproducts maintained as

a hypothesis, symmetry, and linear homogeneity in prices are imposed.

The final estimation system is composed of the translog profit function,
the output and input share equations defined by the firsr derivarives of
the profit function taken with respect to prices, and equations for profit
function elasticities for rime and the quasi-fixed factor. This approach

has also been used by Brown and Christensen (1981). To ensure nonsin-
gulariry of this system, the materials share equation was dropped from
estimation. The systems were estimated using iterated seemingly unre-
lated regression. In order to provide a further comparison of estimates
based on our approach wirh those derived under the J-G restricrions, a
single output translog cost function was estimated subject to rhe J-G
restrictions and output exogeneity as maintained rn past estimations of
cost functions for agriculture. Symmetry and linear homogeneity rn

prices was imposed and a system of the translog cost function and input
cost share equations was estimated using iterated seemingly unrelated
regression. The materials cost share equation was dropped to ensure non-
singularity.

The estimated restricted profit function and the J-G cosr Function
were examined for satisfaction of implications of behavioral hypotheses
that were not imposed prior to estimation. For the restricted profit func-
tion, monotonicity requires fitted variable product shares ro be nonne-
gative and first-order parameters associated with prices to be non-
negative. This condition was satisfied at all observations for both
specifications. The restricted profit function must also be quasi-convex.
A necessary condition for this is that the diagonal elements of the esti-
mated Hessian of the restricted proût function be nonpositive at all
observations. Estimates for each of the output aggrcgation specificatrons
were consistent with this condition. Estimates of parameters for rhe J-G
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restricted cost function were also examined and found to be consistent
with monotonicity and quasi-concavity at each observation.

Of particular interest for the measurement of tocal factor producti-
vity is the consisrency of the estimated functions with the J-G restric-
tions on the production function. This was examined using a series of
nested hypothesis tests. Results are reported in table l.

Table I
Summary of

Specification Tests

Unrestricted model goodness-of-fit (o/

Degrees o[ freedom

Chi-square

Critical value (l% level)

2l
lli5.0

38.932r

Input - output separability

Degrees of freedom

t - stacrstrc

Critical value (l% level)

BYtY2 _ 0(h)

9.31

2.11

Homotheticity

Degrees oF freedom

Chi-square

Crirical value (l% level)

BlYl =81Y2 =B2Yr =82Y2=0

4

iD.I7

t).27 61

Hicks neutral technical changer,/

Degrees o[ freedom

Chi-square

Critical value (l7o level)

BIT=B2T=O

2

I 1.60

9.2r0)

(")The unrestricred model was tested againsc the naive model in which all
paramecers except the constanc rerms were resrricred to zero.

(b) Parameter labels correspond with rhose usecl in table 2.
(') Restrictions for Hicks neutral rechnical change in inpur space were resred

[irst.. Rejecrion o[ this restnction implies rejecrion if ff l.Ë neuiralicy in ourput
ano lnPur sPace.

To begin, rhe validity of the specification of rhe two ourput rranslog
profit function was examined by comparing the model with the naive
model of constant shares and profit. Results in table I strongly rejecr
the naive model. Conditional upon this result, furrher J-G restrictions
were examined. Input-outpur separabiliry was rejected as a resrricrion on
the two output translog profit function. Conditional upon this resulr,
homotheticity and Hicks neurral technical change were resred as resrric-
tions on the multiple ourpur resrricred profit function. Results reported
in table 1 strongly supporr rejection of these resrricrions. In each case,
evidence confirms these hypotheses cao be re;ected ar rhe I 7a IeveI of
significance. Given these results, homogeneity and consranr returns-ro-
scale are also rejecred. To proceed, economic paramerers of interesr were
derived from the esrimared multiple ourpur, resrricred translog profit
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function which is consistent with nonhomothetlc production and non-

Hicks neutral technical change. Estrmated parameters for this function
are reported in table 2.

Table 2. parameter(o) Estimate t' Ratio
Parameter estimates:

restricted profit
function two output

case

- 0.190140

- 0.016152

1.10808i

0.121099

5.621411

0.410232

- 0.240992

- 0 r91 421

- 0.04t036

- 0.029426

0.024)09

- 0.50241 1

0.)94991

11.891994

0. l 81070

0.tr4166
0.060116

0.02869t

0.988612

- 0.088764

- 0..110422

- 0.882793

Q.12621t
_ 0.022899

- 0.01041 3

- 0.0lt8fl6
2.3840r1

A1

A2

AYI

AY2

AZ

AT

BTT

811

812

822

BYIYl
BYIY2
BY2Y2

BZZ

BIYl
B1Y2

B2YI

B2Y2

BIZ
B22

BYlZ
BY2Z

BIT
B2T

BYIT
BY2T

BZT

_ r0.49
,4.21

20.01

9.rt
r.22

1.ll
- ).t()
_ 7.89

- 4.64

- 3.10

0.41

- 9.)1

i.4r
1.00

146
2.to

3.60

r.'+6

4.t2

- 0.96
_ t.t9
- r.12

i.26
_ t 2l

0.18

- 0.41

2.52

(") Ai incli.aces a firsc-order paramerer and Bij indicates a second-order para-

mecer, where i, i = Yl (crops), i2 (livesrock), I (labor)' 2 (chemicals), Z (capiral

inputs), and T (rime).

To provide further evidence concerning the validity of the specifica-

tion, the elasticities of chorce implied by the estimated parametets were

esrimared at the mean of the data. As reported in table 3, the estimated

elasricities are consistent in sign with the predictions of the compara-

tive-statics of the maintained behavioral hypothesis. The magnitudes of

these estimated elasticities suggest that elasticity of choices with respect

to prices is not substantial in the short-run. Following \Wcaver (1983)'

rerùrns-ro- size in the shorr-run, l.e. for given levels of fixed factors, were
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estimated to have a

tence of decreasing

mean value of 0.430. This result confirms the exts-

returns to size in the short-run.

Table l.
Estimated elasticities of

choice Quanriry Crops Livestock Labor Chemical Marerials

Price

Crops 0.081364

Livestock 0.331291

Labor 0.t1t712

Chemicals - 0.lt8t2t

Materials 0.4 16818

0.22013 - 0.166206

0.263321 - 0.r16195

0.)58919 - 0.162209

0.1 18241 0.i61981

0.19J62r - 0.l8ll3

0.001411 - 0.142149

- 0.008467 - 0.411916

0.08228i _ 0.194828

- 0.4t84r9 - 0.065279

- 0.008962 - 1.018167

Alternative estimates of total factor productivity are reported in

table 4. These estimates indicate the percentage change in the nume-

raire (e.g,. aggrcgarc output for J-G or specific outputs for our approach)

that is unexplained by predicted changes in other outPuts or inputs. C)n

an annual bàsis, relative total factor productivity for crops and for hve-

stock vary wtthin reasonable limits and ll in

magnitude. The index number approach bove

to have no proportional relationship to n pro-

duction is not constant returns-to-scale ality
holds when other J-G restrictions do not hold' Nonetheless, it is o[
inreresr to empirically assess differences between estimates based on rela-

tive toral factor productivity and those based on J-G restrictions. TabIe 4

reports estimates of TFP based on the index number (TFP) and econo-

metric approaches involving the J-G restrictions/l).

Bv visual insoecrion of annual and average es[imates, the esrimates of
relatiie rotal Facior producrivity are substantially smaller in magnicude

than those based on J-G restrictions (ZFP, TFP rcc). 
\We assessed rhe

statisrical properties of the differences between ôur measure of RTFP

growth and those based on the J-G restrictions. Subiect to the J-G res-

iricrions, estimates were derived using rhe index number approach and

an econometric approach using estimates of a single output cost func-

tion. To separately evaluate the empirical implications of the input-out-
pur separability resrriction, estimates are also presented based on a

single output translog profit function (RTFPD.
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Table 4. Year TFPCAP TIP TFPJGC RTFPYIT RTFPY2TRTFPY

Estimated TFP growth
rates (%,) alternative

approaches r")

- r.66 - 2.2t

- r.1r - 2.15

- ).1t - 1.08
0.64 r.42

- 0.r2 - 0.84
0.r4 0.25

0.01 0.01

- o.t2 - 0.21

- 0.3t - 0.t4

- 0.11 - 0.10

- r.46 - 2.15

0.09 0.1 3

0.01 0.08
0.12 0.18

- 0.24 - 0.38
0 0t 0.08

- l lt -2.06
- 0.24 - 0.34

0.1 I 0.16

0.17 0.24

- 0.01 - 0.01

0.14 0.18
0.lr 0.11
0.26 0.38

- 0.14 - 0.22

-1)1 -75c)
0.01 0.02

- 0.09 - 0.r4

- 0.0.i - 0.07

-063 -0.91
- 0.17 - 0.24

- 0.14 - 0.88

- 0.2t - 0.31

- 0.01 - 0.01

-048 -0.80
-041 -0.68

1949
19t0
r9tr

-168
1953
t9t4
19t5
r9t6
1951

l 9t8
r9t9
r 960
196r
1962
1963
1964
t96)
1966
196l
1968
1969
r910
r91 r
l97 )

r97 l
r9t4
r9t5
r97 6

r971

r918
r919
1980

1981

r982
i98l
Ave.

) <7

) ))
)]q

- 2.10

3.39

- 0.16

- 0.94
/.oz

_ 2.43

1.8i

- { '\11

2.83

0.83
r.9t
1.7 I
) )()
0.91

1.00

2.38

0.22
1.07

t.t4
l12
1.6 j
).tl
2.03

- 0.01

,1.83

- 2.11

t.)6
_ 0.19

1.rt
0.99

- 9.57
1.07

_ 2.tt
- '' 111

2.1'
r9t2

3.39

- 0.24

- 0.98
7.)6

- l.q>
1.82

- ).tt
2.18

0.86
1.88

1.12

2.28

- 0.97

0.91
2.40

0.2)
r.06

t00
I lj
l i8
1.61
207

- 0.01

).7 4
_)5J

i.l0
- 0.42

1.04
0.94

- 9.81
1.02

0.61

0.62
0.61
4.39

0.15

0.81
0.86
0.11
0.78
0.16

0.81

0.92
0.87
0.91

0.84
0.94
0.81

0.92

0.98
1.01

0.99
1.01

1.01

r.2t
1.88

1.07

r.29
1.19

100
1.28

1.01

l.l7
1.01

1.10

1.86

0.99

1.10

1.03

t.02
4.34

t.t2
0.99
1.0i
0.91
1.13

1.07

|.2)
1.09

l.l3
l.1t
1.16

1.18

1.24

l.l0
1.49

1.38

r.43
l.ti
l.4r
r.66
r.46
1.48

l.l8
l.jl
l'16
|.t6
r.t6
r.60
|.91
l.ll
t.16
r.)2

(" TFPCAP = TFP growrh rate based on TF-P indexes available in Capalbo
and Vo.
TFP =_ TFP growth rate based on our implementarion of rhe index
aPproacn
RTFPY = relacive TFP growth rare economerrically estimated from che
one-output SR profir funcrion sysrem. TFPJGC = TFP growrh rare econo-
merrically esrimated from the one- ourpur LR cost funcrion sysrem where
CRS is maintained.
TFPCAP,TFP and TFPJGC are based on imposition of rheJ-G resrricions.
RTFPYiT = relative TFP growrh rate economerrically estimated from rhe
two-ourpuc SR profit syscem using rhe share sysrem where shares of rime
and fixed Éaccor are also included.
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To evaluare the statistical properties of the differences between alter-

native estimates based on J-G restrictions and RFTP as proposed in this
paper, two approaches were considered. First, a Liung-Box test was

implemented to test whether the respective differences are white notse.

The null hypothesis that the differences are white noise was tested

against the alternative hypothesis that the series ofdifferences are AR(6).
The tesr results are summarized in Tâble I and indicate the null hypo-

thesis of white noise differences can not be reiected at a 5 % significance

level for the difference between any alternative esrimate versus the

RFTP estimate. These results are consistent with the theoretical result

presented above that there is no systematic relationship between any of
the estimates based on J-G restrictrons and nominal total facror produc-

tivity. An important implication of these results is that estimates based

on the J-G restrictions fail to provide a measure that is interpretable as

total factor productivity when the J-G restrictions are invalid.

f)ifference {'/ Q-Statisric RMSETable 1.

Statistical evaluation o[
differences between

TFP estimates

TFP z,r TFPCAP{'/

TFPJGC T,S TFP

TFP T,I RTFPY

TFPJGC I,I RTFPY

TFP ru RTFPYIT

TFP rr RTFPY2T

TFPJGC TT RTFPYIT

RTFPY lr RTFPY1T

TFPJGC T,I RTFPY2T

RTFPY lr RTFPY2T

RTFPYIT lr MFPY2T

q75

4.)8
4.47

6.28

38t
I )5

rr.46

9.07
10.1 2

9.4r
6.46

0.107i
1.268u

l.l l l7
0. l99l
1.1(r1l

).1258
l.9lit
1 6182
2 7qq7

1.t19t+2

0.1t4it

{a) 1fpf,{p - TFP growth rare based on TFP indexes available in Capalbo and

Vo.
TFP-TFP growrh rate rhat we estimared based on the index apprciach.

RTFPY=Relarive TFP growth rate ecooometrically estimated fiom the one-
outpur SR profic function system.
TFPJGC=TFP growth rate econometrically escimared from che one-otttput
LR cosr funccion system where CRS is mainrained
RTFPYiT=Relative TFP growth rate econometrically estimated from the
two-output SR profir sysrem using rhe share system whcre shares of time
and fixed factor are also included, whee i=1 (crops) and 2 (livestock).

(b) Degrees o[ freedom = 6
(c) TFP and TFPCAP are compared to confirm the accuracy of our estimates

using the Capalbo and Vo index number approach with those reportecl by

Capalbo and Vo.

To provide a further basis for comparison, we employed the root

mean square error (R1'|4SE) to evaluate the magnitude of differences be-

tween measures based on J-G restrictions and those of relative total fac-

tor productivity (RFTP). Results are reported in table 5. The greatest
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differences between alternative estimates and our estimates of RTFP are

found to follow from a comparison of the index number approach (TFP)
versus econometric approaches (TFPJGC, RTFPYIT, or RTFPY2T).
This follows from the smoothing implicit in econometric approaches.

The RM.IE of RTFPY versus TFPIGC is smaller than that which com-
pares the RIFP measures based on the multiple output specification,
RTFPYIT or RTFPY2T, versus TFPJGC. This suggests rhar the input-
output separability restriction maintained in both RTFPY and TFPJGC
has substantial quantitative effects on the resulting estimate. This is fur-
ther confirmed by a comparison of RTFPYIT or RTFPY2T wirh
RTFPY. The large magnitude of the RMSE for these comparisons
emphasizes the impact of the input-output separability restriction. The
comparison of RTFPYlT or RTFPY2T with ZFP illustrates the sub-
stantial joint impact of the J-G restrictions and the use o[ an econome-
tric us. an index number approach.

CONCLUS/ONS

The approach of Jorgenson and Griliches for measurement of rotal
factor producrivity was shown to yield estimates which are not interpre-
table as indicators of nominal total facror productivity when the Jorgen-
son and Griliches resrrictions do not hold. These restricrions include
constant returns-to-scale technology, input-output separability, variabi-
Iity of all factors of production within the observation period, and

Hicks' neutral rechnical change. An intuitively interprerable alternative
measure was introduced and labeled relatiue tota/ factor prodrctit'it1'. hs
usefulness as a measure of nominal total factor productivity change was

established. In order to provide an illustration of the implemenration of
the measure, an empirical application was presented For US agriculrure
using the data ser developed by Capalbo, Vo and 1ù7ade. First, the J-G
restrictions were tested and reiected for the data ser. Based on rhis
result, estimates of relarive rotal factor productiviry were derived from
econometric estimates of a translos restricted orofit funcrion that was

free of the J-G resrricrions. Esrimaùs of relarive toral factor productiviry
were found to be smaller in magnirude than those based on rheJ-G res-

trictions. The magnitude of difference between measures based on Jor-
genson and Griliches resrricrions and the relative total factor producrr-
vity concept were found to be emprrically substantial.
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